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My fellow colleagues, some of you have
been very busy working for this organization.
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Kudos as well to those who remained cosy and warm
while garnering support for real-time in the courts or
writing for this awesome newsletter or creating our
new Facebook presence. Outstanding work.
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With the warm weather enticing us out again, I hope
you will attend the Hot Docs screening of “For The
Record,” (see www.hotdocs.ca) and follow the speed demons of our profession
attempting 400 wpm. Just hearing the words "400 wpm" takes my breath away.
Plus, a Facebook rumour has it that Stan "The Stanographer" Sakai
(www.stanographer.com) will be at the April 27th screening of "For The Record"
captioning, on stage, the Q&A after the show. A steno celebrity in our midsts.
Don’t miss it!
Terry Wood, CSR, RPR
President, CSRAO
2014-2015
president@csrao.net

For dates and times to see "For The Record",
click below.

CALL FOR ARTICLES:
It only takes a second. Why not make a list of things as they occur to you and send them to
webmaster@csrao.net when convenient. Please submit your best tips and shortforms. As a
working reporter with experience, what helped you the most in your first two years is an
example. Put on those thinking caps and remember back to the days of yore, folks.
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trained for trial technical support, transcript production of both the rough draft
and the late night certified, and management of the repository and exhibit hyperlinking.
As the reporters on the joint trial, we
had to work through many issues before we
walked through the courtroom door, such as:
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GET QUICK
SPEED CLASSES
By Lisa Barrett, CSR, RPR, CRR

My first speed class on February 7th,
started out with a bang or, rather, a
snowstorm! It didn’t seem to matter;
there was still an impressive attendance.

Jade works extensively with students in
mentoring and giving helpful
suggestions and is always positive.
Week 3

The students were given live two-voice
dictation, as well as an abundance of
NCRA materials. The dictation speeds
varied between 180 to 225. We did
some readbacks. Gina Nicoll, CCVS
online instructor, was also present each
week to help us with three-voice
dictation and to add pressure to
students by walking around and looking
at their real-time screens.
Each of the four weeks I was lucky to be
able to engage Skype guests.

Leah Willersdorf, BIVR Council Member
(bivr.org.uk/council-members/leah-willer
sdorf), spoke to us from the UK. She is
Australian but stationed in the UK and
travels extensively throughout Europe.
She told us that she first became
interested in court reporting at the age
of 15 when she saw a court reporter on
"L.A. Law". She’s a big fan of "Suits"
and was really impressed when we told
her that Cynthia Yan, one of the
students, was a court reporter in four
episodes of Suits.

Week 1
Week 4
Christy Cannariato, California Court
Reporters’ Association (former Board
member and former SecretaryTreasurer), founder/creator/designer of
BOOT CAMP (particularly geared for
student/junior reporters), talked about
the importance of NCRA credentials in
the US and the importance of being
"real-time ready".
Week 2
Jade King spoke to us from Singapore.
She spoke about how she was
self-taught and how she had
"auditioned" writing real-time for three
judges in Australia and been chosen for
her court reporter position there.
She spoke to the class about "clean
drops" when the speeds are ridiculously
fast and one is writing real-time. Jade
has been living in Hong Kong and writes
an exceptionally interesting, funny blog
about her life and reporting in Hong
Kong at https://jadeluxe.wordpress.com.

Stacey Donison (below) spoke to us
from BC. She has the contract in The
Hague and has reported on various
international criminal trials. She has
employed anywhere from 8 to 16
reporters there. Most of the reporters
working in The Hague are Canadian.
She says she looks for NCRA credentials
when looking to recruit reporters, i.e.,
RPR, CRR, RMR certifications as a
starting point.

Terry Wood, CSRAO President, attended
the first class and spoke to the class
about the benefits of joining the CSRAO
and attending the conferences. Terry
was good enough to provide me with
transcripts of some of her criminal trials
to dictate.
I was lucky that I had volunteers who
came to dictate with me and share their
experience and give tips and tricks.
Thank you to: Angela Gunn, Denise
Agard, Teresa Forbes, Deana
Santedicola. Each co-dictator brought
their own advice and special tips and
experience to the class, which helped
greatly to motivate the students. I think
the students really enjoyed all the
personal stories, too.
The classes had anywhere from 8 to 16
students. The students were a mixture
of working reporters of 3 to 5 years,
recent graduates from CCVS and veteran
reporters who were working towards
getting RPR, CRR certifications.
All students were required to bring a
food bank item. I was happy dropping
off the food at my local food bank.
The class has gained so much
momentum that the students wish to
continue on their own. How
wonderful that makes me feel.
A big thank-you to Kimberley
Stewart for letting us use the
offices of ASAP/CCVS and to
Gina for coming each week to
help. Also thank you to Rachel
and Catherine for ensuring that
the Skype was always set up
and the building elevators were
accessible.
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Saturday Mornings with Lisa Barrett
By Cynthia Yan, Associate
As many of us know, writing a speed
test is extremely different from our
everyday work of exams and CART.
When it comes to writing a speed test,
our hearts start to palpitate and our
palms begin to sweat as soon as we
hear the words "Ready, begin." For
some, the thought of someone watching
their screen while writing real-time also
causes anxiety.
That’s why it was such a wonderful
opportunity when Lisa Barrett arranged
Saturday morning practice and test prep
sessions during the month of February.
Those who attended were in for a
variety of different speed-building,
confidence-building, and skill-building
exercises.
Lisa provided recorded material, conflict
finders, and live two-voice and
three-voice testimony with the help of
guest reporters. And as nerve-wracking
as it was, those that attended also
practised read-backs and real-time while
someone watched their laptop screens.

Lisa also lined up a number of Skype
guest speakers who spoke from different
parts of the world, including Singapore,
the UK, and BC. Each guest shared
something different from their
experiences. To name a few, Jade King,
from Singapore, shared her insight on
her "clean drop" technique, and Stacey
Donison from B.C. spoke of the
credentials of reporters working in The
Hague. Each week, a different Skype
guest shared valuable information about
the amazing world of court reporting,
each from a different
perspective.

Working reporters and students shared
tips, shared frustrations, and it was a
wonderful time to be part of the steno
community.
While these events are far and few
between, I’m so thankful to Lisa for
putting together the sessions. I’m sure
there are a number of reporters who will
soon be writing and passing tests thanks
to Lisa’s hard work!

I personally jumped
at the chance when I
heard Lisa was
offering the session.
I’m so glad I went
and attended every
Saturday. It was
such a positive
learning environment
that reminded me of
steno school.

Apple Oatmeal Muffins, by Lisa Barrett, CSR, RPR, CRR
I made these for my "Get Quick" class, and they seemed to be enjoyed. I know my husband was mad when he saw me taking
them out the door on Saturday mornings. He thought I made them ALL for him!
Makes 26 muffins.
Ingredients:
1
complete bag of Quaker oatmeal
muffin mix (yes, I cheated!),
lo-fat or regular
2
eggs
¾ cup water. (If too dry, add water a
bit at a time.) The apples will
make it moist also.
3
apples, not peeled, but washed
and cut into small pieces.

Additions:
2 tbsp sugar
1 tbsp sugar (again
2 tsp
1 tsp

cinnamon
cinnamon (again)

2 tbsp butter

Directions:
1. Mix apples in a bowl with about 2 tbsp of
sugar and 2 tsp of cinnamon (if you think
that’s too much, cut it back)
2. Crumble 1/3 cup of oatmeal, mixed with 2
tbsp of butter, 1 tsp of cinnamon and 1
tbsp of sugar.
3. Mix everything but the crumble together.
4. Fill paper-lined muffin tins.
5. Put crumble on top.
6. Bake at 400 for 20 minutes.
7. Remove and refill muffin tins until
completed.
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SETTING UP A COURT REPORTING BUSINESS
...EVEN FOR A ONE-PERSON SHOP
By Rachel L.A. Rosenberg, CSR
While you may be just starting out as a
junior reporter, it is nevertheless
important not only to have correct
transcripts but also to have correct
recordkeeping, and not just
recordkeeping vis-à-vis backup and
storage of transcripts and sound files,
not just logging of job dates for
invoicing purposes and for finding old
holds which turn up as back orders. You
need to take government and
accounting recordkeeping/bookkeeping
seriously as well.
What
Register/renew a
business name

Jurisdiction
Provincial
(Ontario)

If you make it a habit to track this
information and schedule required
duties, electronically or otherwise, you
can make the task easy, quick and
reliable.
It's not just a question of where your
court reporting career will take you or
even which branch of court reporting
you may end up exercising. You might
ultimately decide to set up your own
firm or even be in the fortunate position
to take over an existing agency.

At the very least, you need to
understand the below details in case
such terms and concepts arise during
the course of cases.
So as a one-person "corporation", what
do you need to do as a court reporter to
keep on the good side of Canada
Revenue Agency ("CRA") and
agencies/clients?

Why

How

Banks prefer to open "business" bank
accounts in a business name rather than
your own personal name. As well, CRA
will not dispute you have a business,
with the ability to claim business
deductions, if you register a business
name and have a bank account in that
name.

Businesses can register provincially or
federally.

You MUST keep business income
separate from personal income both for
tax purposes and clarity of
recordkeeping.

Provincially, you can register as a sole
proprietor, a partnership or a limited
liability company.
Federally, you would register a
company if you had branches in most
provinces across the country. The
obvious choice is to register as a sole
proprietorship, i.e., one-person
ownership, which you can do here:
https://www.bdccanada1.com/bdc_or
der/index.php?website=index&page=
commerce&op=options&packageId=6
4
Follow the instructions re fees and
note renewal dates. Fees to register
a business can be considered a
legitimate business expense.
NOTE: Business names must be
renewed every five years, so keep
track and don't let your entitlement to
use your trade name expire.
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